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Presidents Piece

S

ummer is approaching and the weather is warming and so the grass is getting dry so please be careful
whilst at the field. The only good thing about the cattle being in the paddock is we won't have to cut
down the long grass as they have eaten it. The down side of course is the mess they leave everywhere,
the mesh sheets donated by cookie have come in very handy, hitched to the rear of a 4x4 they can be
towed around the take-off area which fixes the deposit problem very quickly. Hans did this at the Texaco
event and the field very quickly was converted into a very usable area. The pit area is a bit of a problem
and the cows love the carpet, Hans is looking into some conveyer belt to replace the rotting carpet and
hopefully the cows won't find it as comfortable. When this happens we will need a few helpers to handle it
and I will give a shout out in due course. We will also need to clear out the old carpet that is being strewn
around the place.
That magical event being the SAM champs in NSW is creeping up so if your interested in making the trip
let me know how I can help you. In the past I have organised the crating and shipping of models so we
can collect them on arrival in Sydney. The SAM champs are run over the Easter period and is a must for
any SAM enthusiast. I will be attending, this will be my fourth trip. Richard Sutherland and Big Mac have
showed interest and Rob Bovell is meeting us there, the more the merrier but don't leave it too late as
accommodation will get scarce. If you are considering the trip let me know, and let's see if we an bring
some of their trophies back home with us.
There has been a suggestion that in next years contest calendar we could have a fun event similar to the
Tom Boy Challenge. This could be a single model or a particular designer making for a broader selection.
Please think about this, we would like to discuss this at the next meeting.
The end of the year is approaching and before we know it it will be Christmas, last years Christmas getto-gether at the Butchers home was poorly attended, are we doing it again or not? These have been well
attended in the past and are always enjoyable.
See you all at the next meeting.
Dicko

Mystery engine.
Test your knowledge, this very
unique motor is owned by a
collector in Geraldton.
What is it ?
Write your answers on the
back of a $50 note and send to
the Editor.
Answer in next month’s issue.
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WA Model Aero Club inc.
WAMAC Minutes of

general meeting held on: 9th October 2015

Held at: 20 Granville way, Willetton
Meeting started at: 8.08pm with the president Ian Dixon in the chair.
Members present: I.Dixon, P.Baartz, R.Rowson, K.Hooper, G.Mclure, H.VanLeeuwen,
B.Slyns-Daniels
Apologies: M.Butcher, R.Bovell, R.Silbereisen
Visitors:
Correspondence inwards: various newsletters, R.Mills re associate membership
Correspondence outwards: Geezer to mailing list
Treasurers report: Balance: $16,785.72 15 members and 8 associates
Minutes of previous meeting: were confirmed as circulated to members.
Business arising: Thanks to members who helped clean up landing area last week. Hans has mowed the
area, should be a lot friendlier.
General Business:
Discussed possibility of acquiring some conveyor belting for pit area and a take-off strip.(cows are destroying the carpet)
Kevin Hooper reported on AWA AGM, no quorum so postponed to 19th October.
Competition results: AWA OT Duration: 1. I.Dixon, 2. R.McDonald, 3. P.Baartz
			
AWA Standard Duration: 1. P.Baartz, 2. R.McDonald, 3.R.Sherburn
AWA 1/2A Electric: 1. R.Sutherland, 2. I.Dixon, 3. K.Hooper
Meeting closed 8.38pm
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Paul Baartz Shield 2015

The SAM270 Facebook page is up and running. Just
click the logo above and hit “Like” when the page
comes up so you can see all the action around the club

Editor’s bit ...
Greetings all !!
A full issue again this month thanks to three excellent
competition reports and an article from SAM 2001
regarding the Tomboy Postal Rally 2014-2015.

SAM number Name		
Club Points
				
2706		R McDonald		35		
27017		I Dixon			16
27023		G McLure		13
27021		K Hooper		9
2701		P Baartz		9
27028		R Silbereisen		8
2704		T Latto			5
27022		R Sherburn		5
27036		E Mitchell		4		
27024		R Sutherland		3
2703		R Rowson		2		
27027		M Butcher		2		
27014		
H Van Leeuwen
2		
27029		C Edwards		2
27015		G Cook		1
27025		L Isitt			1		
2702		P Spencer		0
27010		G Eyres		0
2701		
R Hoogenkamp
0
27012		G Dickens		0
27013		A Trott			0
27016		J Voak			0
27019		R Bovell		0
27020		C Behr			0
27026		
B Slyns-Daniels
0		
27031		G Car			0
27033		B Edwards		0
Updated results not available at time of
publication - ed.

As there were no volunteers for this month’s Members
Profile I have added my contribution to keep the ball
rolling. We will be looking for another story next month,
so please don’t be shy.
If you have any suggestions or idea’s for your newsletter please send them in.
Cheers,
Michael Butcher
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Member Profile #2.

Member profile Michael Butcher
Aus 67780 Leeming WA

A

ero modelling started for me at the tender age of 13 (yes, that would be 55 years ago). My first model
was a C/L “Tiger”, built for me by my Father. In those days we had a model aircraft club at school and
rather than being whacked across the head with a lacrosse stick or tackled into the mud and the blood
on the footy field – I chose the logical option. Whilst everyone else was tearing up the sky with OS Max
.15 powered models I trundled along with my DC Super Merlin powered Tiger. There was much rivalry
regarding the benefits of glow engines vs diesels.
Things progressed into Free Flight with a carefully engineered “Tomboy” sporting the same (now tired)
DC Super Merlin .76 up front. The model was eventually eaten by starving magpies, high up in a tree
in the south parklands of Adelaide but fortunately the motor was recovered and installed in the next F/F
model - a “Jinty” which featured a jedelski wing.
Following school I joined the RAAF and my next model was constructed in the radio workshops at Vung
Tau, South Vietnam. The Mustang kit was purchased from the US PX at the airfield and a motor sent up
from Australia along with a set of lines. Yes, you could even buy glow fuel in SVN! It flew a couple of times
on a sand-covered baseball field. I gave it away to some local lads before heading home.
Years flew by (sorry no pun intended) with little modelling taking place due to the usual demands on
living. During these years I did some 100% scale flying and later, gliding at Beverly for five years or so.
These days in retirement there is much more time for pursuing the hobby and thanks to SAM 270, the
opportunity to enjoy good flying and even better company.
Other things that interest me are working as a part-time volunteer at the RAAF Museum in Bull Creek
and a rather silly idea of trying to scratch build a flight simulator at home.
Never a dull moment!
Cheers,
Michael Butcher

C/L “Mustang” - Vung Tau - 1968

F/F “Jinty”- Adelaide Parklands -1963
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AWA Texaco - report from Ian Dixon.

O

n arrival at the field at 7-45am it became apparent that the cattle had been using the pit area once
again as the most favourite place to congregate and take a dump. Shortly after my arrival Ray Sherburn arrived and the two of us started to shovel. The take off and landing area didn't look much better
with mountainous piles of the same material strewn from one end to the other. An hour was spent sorting
out the poo problem in the pits and when Hans arrived in his 4x4 the mesh sheets where attached to the
tow bar and dragged around the field to disperse the problem. This actually worked very well and only
took a few minutes to do and with the rain we had that evening the grass should green up in time for our
next event.
We had 11 entries for Texaco which is a great turnout, some had more luck than others with most getting at
least one max during the mornings fun. Greg McClure only managed to put in one flight with his ED Hunter
powered Bomber putting him out of the race. Les Isitt unfortunately kicked the fin of his Bomber whilst stepping over it. This was glued back on but he unfortunately managed to get glue in the hinge, putting him out
of the race. Richard Sutherland flew a resurrected powerhouse from Dickos Hanger and was seen doing
some magnificent donnuts whilst trying to take off, this was fixed by re aligning the wheels and resulted in a
few flights before retiring. Ray Silbereisen once again put in some good times and will be the one to watch
in the future as he gains more experience in IC events.
The only two who managed three straight maxes where Dicko and Big Mac pitting them against each other in the fly off. The usual banter and insults where being thrown back and forth between the two as they
readied to battle it out. Both took off within 15 seconds of each other but after only one minute Dickos motor
stopped unexpectedly which would normally have cooked his goose. Fortunately for Dicko he found a great
patch of lift and by the time Rods motor had stopped at the 3 1/2 minute mark Dicko was the highest. The
battle began with both experienced pilots working patches of lift to their advantage. The lead changed several times with Dicko being the highest then changing to Rod and visa versa. They parked on top of each
other and gained height then split to search for another bubble then back in each other's airspace again, it
was an absolute cliff hanger that went on for more than half an hour before the models were back on the
ground. Unfortunately for Big Mac he was first down but only just with only 30 seconds the difference in
their times. It was one of the best fly off’s we have had all year with the bets changing several times between the two during the flight.
A shitty start that ended in a great days flying for those that ventured out. Thanks to all the helpers on the
day for clearing up the mess, manning stop watches and generally assisting during the day.
Dicko

1st Ian Dixon			
2nd Rod McDonald 		
3rd Ray Sherburn		
4th Ray Silbereisen		
5th Paul Baartz		
6th Hans VanLeeuwen
7th Kevin Hooper		
8th Greg McClure		
9th Richard Sutherland
10th Les Isitt			

Airborn OS60 open rocker FS			
100% Bomber OS60 open rocker FS			
Flamingo OS 60FS					
85% Bomber OD40 FS				
85% Bomber Magnum 61 FS				
85% Bomber Magnum 61 FS				
85% Bomber Magnum 61 FS				
75% Bomber ED Hunter				
Power House OS 60 open Rocker			
85% Bomber Magnum 61 FS				
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1800 + 1860
1800 +1830
1638
1530
1408
1380
1221
467
347
255
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AWA Texaco

Top - Rod & Dicko fighting it out after 30 minutes in the air. What a marathon !
Above right - The pit area before cleaning,
just piles of it everywhere (again).
Left - The pit area after some cleaning.
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AWA State 1/2A Texaco 8th November 2015
Report from Ian Dixon.

T

en entries and almost perfect weather conditions greeted flyers for the State 1/2A Texaco event flown at
Oakford. It was great to see a few faces not seen in some time at a vintage event namely Glen Baldwin
and Pill Letchford. Flying got underway at 9-30 after the usual briefing and clearing of cow pats from the
pits. Few managed to find the 7 min max only two managed to record three straight with one other needing
the fourth flight to get the three. The usual “cursing of the Cox” could be heard as motors refused to play the
game adding to the frustration in this event. Hans put in some good flights and recorded two maxes as did
Kevin Hooper, most of the other pilots managed to record at least one during the mornings entertainment.
Mike Butchers Kerswap looked promising on its first flight but suffered with short engine runs on the subsequent flights. Rod McDonald struggled all morning with two models to no avail and retired early.
The fly off was bathed out between Paul Baartz and Glen Baldwin as Dickos engine died on launch putting
him into third place. After a relatively short fly off Paul Baartz was the first down with a score of 335 followed
by Glen Baldwin with 337. Another cliff hanger right to the end.
A great turnout and a fun filled morning with a number of spectators from other clubs, hopefully they will
return for our next comp and bring a model. Thanks as usual for all who attended, ran stop watches and
assisted on the day.
Dicko
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Glen Baldwin.
Paul Baartz.
Ian Dixon.
Kevin Hooper
Hans VanLeeuwen.
Greg McClure.
Ray Silberisen.
Phil Letchford.
Mike Butcher.
Rod McDonald.

1260 + 337
1260 + 335
1260+ 10
1177
1132
1006
961
949
604
517
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1/2a Texaco
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AWA free flight slow open power.

T

hree old geezers made there way to Meckering earlier this month to try their luck in the slow open power free flight event. Dicko, Rod McDonald and Greg McLure from WAMAC/Sam270 as well as Adrian
Dyson and Phill Letchford from the WA free flight group battled it out in very windy conditions.
To keep the models in sight it was decided to reduce the engine run time and Max and prevent them from
disappearing into the farmers canola crop. This worked well with no lost models, although Adrian thought
he had lost one when it was collected by Rod McDonald whilst retrieving his own leaving Adrian searching
the paddock aimlessly for thirty minutes. Some Maxes where achieved and no models where broken so
a good day was had by all who flew. I personally am looking forward to attending a few more Free Flight
events next year.
Scores and placings for the Free Flight event
We had five flyers in State Slop flown at Meckering last Sunday,the max and engine runs were cut for the
second and third flights due to the wind so the maximum possible score was 420 sec.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Philip Letchford
Rod McDonald
Greg McClure
Ian Dixon
Adrian Dyson

350
332
319
240
150
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L’AQUILONE SAM 2001 TOMBOY RALLY 2014-2015
Hello everyone!
It is with a great pleasure that I introduce you the report of 7th edition of SAM 2001 TOMBOY RALLY. The
7th edition ended on May 31th 2015 but it has been followed up by a 8th edition of Tomboy Rally which will
take place from June 1st 2015, up to May 31st , 2016. The 7th edition saw a good participation of modelers
from different countries, such as Australia, New Zealand, France, Slovakia, Great Britain and Italy. In
particular there were 30 modelers in 36/44” event and 1 modelers in F.F. event. No one in 48” event but 4
modelers took part in 36”event with 44” Tomboy version. It seems that 48” version has no followers
anymore!
TOMBOY RALLY 36” EVENT
The winner of our “classic” event this edit ion is Ian Dixon from
Australia with 19’54” and an electric powered 36” Tomboy. When I
told Ian than he was the winner of this edition, he replied to my email
“I am very pleased to be the winner in the electric class, the model
was built by my 80year old father before he stopped aero modelling
and was as pleased as I was to
hear of the result.” On November
23rd ,2014, Ian made his best
flight during a SAM 270
TOMBOY event, which was held in Oakford field, Australia. The event
was organized by Paul Baartz, an old friend of a SAM 2001, he has sent
me a report of the event where he says:” The weather was not ideal at all
with temperature being cool (by West Australian standards) and a
moderate to strong southerly wind which became more gusty as the
morning progressed. These conditions made lifting areas hard to find,
even bouyant air was difficult to locate. Ian Dixon was the only one to
find seriously lifting air and thus recorded the best time for electric
models. Two
models were lost
due to being unable
to get back to the field in a strong gust of wind. Some
others landed well outside the area but these all
survived to fly again. Rob Rowson could not coax a
reasonable motor run from the antique Taipan engine.”
Bravo Ian! You have just earned the first prize, a SAM
2001 T-shirt, just like the one won by Euan Mitchell,
but I will explain you about Euan later in the report.
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The second prize winner is Ugo Baldari from Italy with 17’25” with his old 36” model powered by Barbini
B38. This year Ugo have made his flight on 30th May 2015 near Rome. He launched his Tomboy at 11,20
am, it gained a good altitude and found immediatly a god lift. The thermal left Ugo after 5 minute or so, and
the Tomboy began slowly to lose altitude but, passing from a little thermal from another, Ugo managed to
get a very good time. Unfortunately
the model was too far from the field
and Ugo saw the Tomboy flying
over some trees and landing far
away. The model was recovered
after 2h 30 m on a tree 3 miles from
the field of take-off “I am very
happy for the time gained” said Ugo
“but I am happy above all because I
have found my Tomboy, just when I
thought I had lost it.” The 4th place is
for Mark Venter from Christchurch, New Zealand ( the magician of Mills, remember?) with 13’42” Mark
made two attempts in the same day with 36”IC powered Tomboy:” Hi Curzio, Two weeks ago we had
fantastic weather here in Christchurch, New Zealand and I made two flights with my Tomboy. First flight
was 9 min 38 and conditions were so good I decided to try again for the postal entry. My second flight was
13 min 42. Tomboy details - 36" Diesel, (Doonside Mills) and weight is 12oz (8oz/sq') Covering is mylar &
tissue. Both engine runs were approx 2 1/2 minutes.
Hopefully some more good weather and another try before
the end of this competition.” Unfortunately for Mark, the
weather was not good enough before the end of this edition.
SIlvano Lustrati from Italy has gained the 5th place with
13’06” and a 36” electric powered model. He made his best
flight in November 2014, during a Tomboy meeting near
Rome, where Silvano managed to find and to take advantage
of the rare thermals on that cold winter day. The 6th place
goes to Rod Mc Donald from Australia, with a time of
12’02”, who has overrun Paul Baartz , who got the 7th place,
for just two seconds. In the contest both Rod Mc Donald and Paul Baartz used 36” electric powered Tomboy.
And now the surpise of this edition, Euan Mitchell from australia, who got the 9th place the 9th place with a
time of 11’18”. Euan is the youngest contestant in this edition, he took part with a 44” version IC powered
(MPJET) and he had previously won the SAM 270 W.A. Tomboy Event in Oakford Field. Have a look at the
photo of Euan with his model and a SAM 2001
Shirt; Paul Baartz had given that shirt to Euan as a
prize for his victory in that event. Bravo Euan!.
The 2014 edition saw the participation of two new
entries from Slovakia, Pavel Rabek, 5’46”( 36”ws
Cox 0,49 powered), and Peter Priecinsky, 1’47”
(44”ws Tomboy MPJET 0.6 powered). A warm
welcome to both of you in the Tomboy Rally!
TOMBOY RALLY 48” EVENT
There were no new entries in 48” event. The
Board of SAM 2001 hope that there will be entries
in the next edition at least from UK. The Tomboy 48” version is particularly loved in UK, where Tony
12
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Tomlin has been organizing events for years, seeing the participation of skilled contestants. I am sure that
UK friends will be formidable opponents for everybody. My old 48” Tomboy is already ready to fly.
DAVID BAKER F.F. SPECIAL PRIZE
In June I have received this e-mail from Tony
Shepherd from UK, who is the winner of the
current edition of David Baker FF SP; He said ”
Thanks for the reminder John (John Andrew,
editor of Clarion and friend of Tomboy Rally).
I saw that the results had to be in by the 15th of
this month and have been waiting for a nice day
to take a photo. Unfortunately today is not that
sunny day down here but a photo from my files
will be just as good. For info my dear old Mills
75 powered, 36" span, free flight Tomboy did a
7' 31" flight at Middle Wallop on the Sunday 25th August. I was keen to fly quite early as the wind was
forecast to strengthen throughout the day and following a quick trimmer I filled the eye dropper tank and
sent her on her way with engine burbling nicely and clubmate, Peter Tolhurst, on the watch. The very gentle
drift meant that the model only covered about 2/3rds of the airfield during its flight and it was a very easy
retrieve. I've had the model since the Hilda Baker
competition at Middle Wallop started and originally
it was electrically powered by KP02 electric but I
converted it to diesel quite a few years ago and it
makes a lovely relaxing flyer in that form. Thanks
Tony Shepherd”” Some days later, I read this e-mail
to Paolo Montesi, the President of SAM 2001, while
we were having dinner in his house together with
other Italian modelers. Since the David Baker FF
Special Prize is very important for us, Paolo got the
great idea of making the Prize delivered by Gianni
Loffredo during the awards ceremony of Middle
Wollop, who was in Middle Wollop to help his
friend, the C.D. In the end the prize, a SAM 2001 shirt and the diploma, was delivered to Tony Shepherd at
MW event. Tony has also won the 2015 Tomboy Trophy and Top Time Trophy event! Bravissimo Tony,
L’AQUILONE SAM 2001 is proud of you.

A SPECIAL WISH
Also this time I want to thank the friends of S.I.G. of M.F.N.Z.,
from New Zealand, who are organizing a Tomboy Postal Contest
for any modelers who is a member of a foreign Country’s
recognized club. The contest is for 36”ws version only, IC or
electric classes in two separated competitions. For IC there are the
same rules of SAM 2001 Tomboy Rally, for Electric class only
360 mah-2s battery is allowed. Your best time flight from
1/1/2015 up to 31/12/2015 must be submitted by e-mail to Allen
Teal at allen@tealcare.org. I took part in the 2014 event with my
13
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friends Ugo Baldari in IC event, but we did not score well in this
edition. Ugo placed 6th and I placed 7th . I promise to Wayne Cartwright
and Allen Tale that I will take part in their event also this year. Finally,
I would like to give a warm thank to all Tomboy Rally friends who took
part in this edition and also to all of them who could not attend the
contest this year, such as Brian Deason, Les Davis, Dete Hasse (Good
job but be more careful riding your Suzuki next time!), Bernard
Dereudre (dit Bede), Stewart Mason, Mick Walsh, Graham Main, John
Andrews, Manuel Rojo and Bob Slater;
Good luck to all of you and Have fun with SAM 2001 TOMBOY
RALLY.
Gianfranco Lusso and Curzio Santoni

TOMBOY RALLY 36” RESULTS
CONCORRENTE

IAN DIXON
UGO BALDARI
RAY SILBEREISEN
MARK VENTER
SILVANO LUSTRATI
PAUL BAARTZ
POMPEI MASSIMO
EUAN MITCHELL
MAURIZIO SAGNOTTI
TROY LATTO
GIANCARLO DICHIARA
EROS CAVALLARO
GIANCARLO WESSELY
KAVIN HOOPER
IAN DIXON
ANTONIO RICCARDELLI
CURZIO SANTONI
ROD MC DONALD
HANS VAN LEEUWEN
PAVEL RABEC
CHRIS EDWARDS
MIKE BUTCHER
PETER PRIECINSKY
CHRIS EDWARDS
LES ISILL
BRIAN EDWARD
ROD MC DONALD
LES DAVIS
BRIAN DEASON

NAZIONE EL/IC

AUSTRALIA
ITALIA
AUSTRALIA
NEW ZEALAND
ITALIA
AUSTRALIA
ITALIA
AUSTRALIA
ITALIA
AUSTRALIA
ITALIA
ITALIA
ITALIA
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRALIA
ITALIA
ITALIA
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRALIA
SLOVAKIA
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRALIA
SLOVAKIA
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRALIA

EL
IC
EL
IC
EL
EL
IC
IC44
EL
IC
EL
EL
EL
IC
IC
IC
EL
EL
IC44
IC
EL
IC
IC44
IC
IC44
IC
IC
EL
EL
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Classifica

19,54
17,25
13,57
13,42
13,06
12,00
11,36
11,18
10,56
9,55
9,50
9,36
8,45
8,28
8,04
7,15
6,59
5,49
4,31
3,46
3,35
1,48
1,47
1,07
1,00
0,33
0,19
0,01
0,01
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TOMBOY RALLY PALMARES

continued from previous page..

2008/2009
Pietre Moerkerken

Australia 24’12”

type 36”

Italia 35’20”

type 36 “

Italia 47’02”

type 36”

Ugo Baldari

Italia 39’40”

type 36”

Brian Deason

Australia 34’43”

type 48”

Brian Deason

Australia 25’35”

type 36”

Brian Deason

Australia 41’29”

type 48”

Dete Hasse

Australia 33’12”

type 36”

Brian deason

Australia 38’22”

type 48”

Australia 19’54”

type 36”

2009/2010
Gino Ursicino
2010/2011
Ugo Baldari
2011/2012

2012/2013

2013/2014

2014/2015
Ian Deason
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Contest Calendar for 2015
Date

Event

Location

Start

March 1st

Combined Open

Meckering

9.00am

March 8th

Standard Duration

Oakford

9.00pm

Burford Duration

Oakford

11.00am

March 15th

WAFFS Free Flight Cup

Meckering

9.00 am

March 22nd

Maelstrom Mass Launch
Ebenezer Mass Launch

TBA

9.00am

Open Rubber State Championships

Meckering

9.00 am

March 29th

SLOP State Championships
April 12th

HLG/CLG State Championships

April 19th

Nostalgia

Oakford

9.00 am

April 26th

1/2A Texaco

Oakford

9.00 am

May 3rd

P30 State Champs / F1G Cup

Meckering

9.00 am

Combined Open / Free Flight Cup
May 17th

Power Scramble State

Oakford

9.00 am

May 24th

OT Duration

Oakford

9.00 am

2cc Duration Trial event

Oakford

11.00am

F1A, F1B and F1C State

Meckering

9.00 am

30th May– 1st June

Championships (TT)
31st May

Nostalgia /Vintage Glider

Oakford

9.00 am

June 7th

1/2A Electric

Oakford

9.00 am

OT Texaco

Oakford

11.00am

June 14th

’38 Antique

Oakford

9.00 am

28th June

Escargot Trophy

Meckering

9.00 am

Meckering

9.00 am

WAMAC Cup
Combined Open / Free Flight Cup
5th July

Open Power State Championships
F1B Crowley Cup
Combined Open / Free Flight Cup

July 12th

Nostalgia (State)

Oakford

9.00 am

19th July

Fuller, Nostalgia and F1Q

Meckering

9.00 am

Combined Open / Free Flight Cup
July 26th

Burford (State)

Oakford

9.00 am

August 15th – 16th

FIA Team trials F1A,

Meckering

9.00 am

F1B and F1C(TT)
Combined Open / Free Flight Cup
August 22nd -23rd

Possible weekend away

Dandaragan

September 13th

OT Duration (State)

Oakford

9.00am

September 20th

OT Standard Duration (State)

Oakford

9.00am

October 4th

1/2A Electric (State)

Oakford

9.00am

October 25th

Texaco (State)

Oakford

9.00am

November 8th

1/2A Texaco (State)

Oakford

9.00am

November 22th

’38 Antique (State)

Oakford

9.00am

November 29th

Tomboy Rally

Oakford

9.00am
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Owen Engines
Klarich Custom Kits has been a family owned and operated business for over fifteen
yearsserving clients around the world. We produce partial model air plane kits.
Includingbut not limited toAntique old timer and Nostalgia free-flight. Hand crafting all
thecurved parts, we have put together a partial kit for free-flight and adaptive radiocontrolled
2301 Sonata Drive
Rancho Cordova, Ca 95670
Phone: (916) 635-4588
KlarichKits@gmail.com

Authorized agent for PAW, MP JET, and Schlosser
diesel engines and spare parts. GB reproduction
diesels and spare parts are our speciality.
Contact David Owen for a catalog at
owendc@tpg.com.au

Great products, excellent service, competitive pricing!

Aerotech Electronics

Model Draughting Services

Electronic ignition timers for sparkies!
Receiver activated shutoffs eliminate
mechanical switches and make your spark
ignition installation a breeze!

Providers of quality laser cut Antique, Vintage,
Nostalgia, Sport, Scale, Control Line and Free Flight
kits, plans and accessories.
		
		Dave Brown
		
31 Lane St,
		
Wallwerang, 2845, NSW
		Email: daveb@ix.net.au

Email Marvin Stern: IGN-sw@optimum.net

Want an Aussie made Ignition system?
Who you gonna call?

Peter Scott!!
Ignition coil assemblies with transistor ready to go only $70!!
. Contact qualmag@optusnet.com.au
Or Phone: (02) 9624 1262

Larry Davidson
66 Casa Mia Circle
Moneta, VA. 24121-5307
(540)721-4563
Supplier of specialist model equipment for
antique and spark ignition motors
Email: samchamp@jetbroadband.com

Texas Timers
Suppliers of clockwork and electronic timers and accessories for
free flight aircraft
We make thousands of excellent parts for collectors and model engine enthusiasts
all over the world. If you are in need of an authentic, well-made reproduction part
for any model engine, you have found the BEST and LARGEST source for
professionally produced antique model engine parts anywhere.

Hank Nystrom

Phone: (423) 282-6423

Email: info@woodysengines.com

Email: sales@texastimers.com

or Phone (269) 665-9693

www.texastimers.com
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